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Orleans County 
Alms “Poor” House 
and Cemetery 
(1833-1960) 
 
 
A Report by the 
Albion Middle School 
Service Learning Classes 
of 2010-2011 
 

Foreword 
 
 
 The Orleans County Almshouse was the last refuge for old men and women too weak 
to work and take care of themselves. It became a home for the homeless, friendless, orphan, 
vagrant, poor, sick, and mentally ill. Dependents, paupers, and even delinquents lived at the 
Orleans County Home on County House Road.  
 In 1824 New York established the “County Almshouse Law” which required each 
county in the state to build an almshouse to provide care for the poor, including those with 
mental or physical disabilities. Like any almshouse, the one in Orleans County included a 
farm which helped the institution be self-sufficient. Inmates, as they were called, who could 
work, provided the labor in planting and harvesting crops and caring for livestock. 
 The first Orleans County Almshouse, referred to by many as the “poorhouse,” was 
built in 1833 in the Town of Barre. In 1875 Barre was subdivided to create the Town of Albion. 
In 1878 a new three-story building was erected on this site and in 1903 a county hospital 
building was erected adjacent to the main building. By the late 1950s this facility had become 
obsolete and the new county infirmary was built on Route 31 west of the Village of Albion. It 
opened in 1960. By 1962 all the buildings had been razed and the site was then reused as the   
Civil Defense Center. 
 The last vestige of the old County House grounds and farm is a small burial for 
paupers in a “Potters Field” situated in the Town of Barre. Here lie a number of bodies, many 
now in unmarked graves and others only marked by a number. A derelict over-grown plot 
for many years, yet unto itself hallowed ground.  
 The names of those who rest here are long forgotten, but their existence deserves 
respect and reverence. They no longer can speak for themselves. Hence we must note that 
buried here is someone's ancestor, a person once loved by those who cherished them in the 
rocking cradle and held trembling hand in sickness and old age at death's beckoning. These 
bodies now dust, are lives worth remembering because of the interdependent web of 
existence and the inherent worth and dignity of every person. 
 
“The temporal body is the house of the eternal.” 
 
 We are indebted to Mr. Tim Archer at the Albion Middle School for taking the 
initiative with his students to rectify the conditions of the old county burial ground, making it 
once again respectable in its appearance. Their in-depth research now acknowledges an 
almost forgotten piece of our heritage, which they have learned is sometimes troubling and 
yet sometimes tender in our human consciousness of understanding equity and compassion 
for all. 
 
 
         C.W. Lattin 
         Orleans County Historian 
         Spring 2011 
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Reflections 
On a spring 2010 visit to Albion Middle School to 
discuss Albion history, Orleans County Historian C.W.
Lattin made a passing comment to our seventh grade service 
learning classes about a cemetery behind the old “Alms 
House” on County House Road (the precursor to the 
current county nursing home).     
 He claimed it was where “inmates” were buried that           Mike Paduchak and John Hucknall shared
had no means or family to care for their bodies. The few     stories of the County Home with the classes.
remaining stone markers, probably gone, he said, only carried a number, not even a name. 
 Those brief comments hung in the air like a softball waiting to be hit and put our service learning 
classes on a year long journey of curiosity, historical investigation, and action. It was a perfect project for our 
class. Service learning actively engages students in meaningful community service activities that are tied to 
the curriculum and promote learning. 
 On June 23, 2010, three brave Albion Middle School students ventured into the dense, abandoned 
graveyard and found a small, stone grave marker etched with only a number. It was a grand discovery. 
Within an hour nine more stones had been found and the students' eagerness to learn intensified. 
 Over the next several months students would file through dusty old death ledgers, maps, abstracts, 
medical and town records. There were countless interviews with public officials, historians, librarians, and  
residents. Formal and informal presentations ensued. It was learning the old fashioned way – by doing. In 
short, the students got to know their community, past and present, in a lasting and memorable way. 
 In addition, the New York State Learn and Serve America Grant, under the supervision of Albion 
Central School District Grant Manager Sue Starkweather, assisted with funding. The students designed a 
historic marker (placed along County House Road), a sandstone monument (placed on the burial site), and 
an informational book on our local Alms House history (distributed to local historians, librarians, schools, 
etc.). They also planned and hosted a ceremony at the site June 20, 2011, attended by Albion Middle School 
students, noted dignitaries, and interested residents. 
 The community, too, got excited. Phone calls, letters, pictures, and emails poured in from as far 
away as Florida and Vermont. The investigation touched a nerve. Memories were rekindled. Questions were 
raised. Past loved ones' sad stories were confronted. In a way, for many, it was a healing process. 
 The students' hours of research and interviews culminated not only in an educational exercise, but in 
a lasting document and memorial to past citizens and local history. We are better for it. 
 
Tim Archer 
Service Learning Teacher 
  
“All things to nothingness descend, 
Grow old and die and meet their end; 
Man dies, iron rusts, wood goes decayed, 
Towers fall, walls crumble, roses fade.... 
Nor long shall any name resound 
Beyond the grave, unless't be found 
In some clerk's book; it is the pen 
Gives immortality to men.” 
 
Master Wace 
 
 
 
“Show me the manner in which a nation 
 cares for its dead, 
and I will measure with mathematical 
 exactness 
the tender mercies of its people, 
their respect for the laws of the land 
and their loyalty to high ideals.” 
 
William Gladstone 
 
Dedication 
 
 
  
 This booklet, prepared by the Albion Central School grade 7 Service Learning 
classes of 2010-2011, is respectfully dedicated to all those who either resided in, 
worked at, or in any way supported the Orleans County Alms House (1833-1960). 
 You are not forgotten. 
Auction of the Poor
Sandown, NH, March 19, 1832
  
 Prior to the advent of Poor Houses, needy people were often 
“auctioned off. “ On the back of this legal document is the phrase 
“Articles of vendue” - a legal term that utilizes the French word 
“vendue,” which means “auction.” (www.poorhousestory.com/history)
 
 
Articles to vendue the poor belong to the town 
of Sandown and supported by the agreeable to 
a vote passed in town Meeting March 19TH 
1832 to the lowest bidder from one year to the 
first day of April AD 1832 viz. 
 
Anna Harvey, Ruth Collins, Molly Blough 
 
Article 1st The purchaser shall move the person 
or persons he bids off to the place where he 
intends to support them. 
 
Article 2nd The purchaser shall provide the 
person or persons he bids off with suitable 
Meats, and Drinks, Bedding mending, Nursing, 
& Tobacco if needed, the Bedding belonging to 
the poor is to go with them. 
 
Article 3rd If the purchaser shall refuse to take 
the person or persons struck off to him, he shall 
pay all damages that shall arise to the town by 
such refusal. 
 
Article 4th The Town will provide Clothing & 
pay Doctor's Bill for the poor. 
 
Article 5th No person's bid shall be taken that in 
the opinion of the Selectmen have not 
competent means of supporting them. 
 
Sanderson March 13, 1832 
Josiah Hoit Jr., Joseph Y Ward, John Butler 
Selectmen of Sandown 
 
 
 
 
 
Anna Harvey bid of by Capt Daniel Hoyt at 
Seventy five cents per week, and promise to 
fulfill according to the within Articles. 
Daniel Hoyt 
Ruth Collins bid of by David Pressey at Seventy 
four cents per week and I promise to fulfill 
according to the within Articles. 
David M Pressey 
Molly Clough bid of by David Pressey at eighty 
cents per week and I promise to fulfill 
accordingto the within Articles. 
David M Pressey 
Alms House Intake Entries 1855-56 
Courtesy of Cary Lattin, former Orleans County Historian 
 
 
 
African: May 7, 1855 
One pauper named Andrew Wiley, aged 60 years, cause of pauperism – old age and a hard cold. Says he is a runaway slave 
from Maryland. Ran away May 12. 
 
Irish: Received May 9, 1855 
One pauper, John Right, aged 27 years, cause of pauperism – ague. He has no clothes. Discharged – May 21. 
 
African and Irish: Received October 13, 1855 
One pauper, John Clark, aged one year and 10 months. The child had a black father without a doubt. 
 
Irish: Received October 29, 1855 
One pauper named Micheal Roache, aged 61 years because of pauperism - lame shoulder and intemperance. He is an old 
pauper returned. 
 
Irish: Received December 14, 1855 
One pauper Alice Ward, aged 3 years. She has been living in Albion, but her mother is not able to support her. Cause – 
indigence. 
 
Irish: Received December 22, 1855 
One pauper Pat Barker, aged 29 years. He came from Knowlesville, cause of pauperism – venereal. A poor Irishman. 
Contracted the disease in New York. Discharged June 22. 
 
American: Received December 24, 1855 
One pauper named Ansel Hartwell, aged 27 years. He is an old pauper returned after a few months gone. Cause of 
pauperism – blindness, almost total. 
 
Irish: Received January 21, 1856 
One pauper named Barney Galliger, aged 60 years. He came from Hulberton, sent by an overseer. He has three shirts and 
two pair of pants. Cause of pauperism – pains in the bones; the Irish phrase for sickness. Discharged February 21. 
 
Irish: Received January 21, 1856 
One pauper, William Taylor, aged 24 years. He was brought from Knowlesville by P. Henry. The cause of pauperism – 
pleurisy. Discharged December 21. Cured. 
 
American: Received January 29, 1856 
One pauper named Jane Smith, aged 29 years. She says she left her husband because he was intemperate. She came from 
Syracuse last spring. She has three children whose names are as follows: Elizabeth Smith, age 7 years; John Henry, age 3 
years; Anna, age 3 months. Cause of pauperism – destitution and intemperate husband. 
 
Irish: Received February 11, 1856 
One pauper, William Riley, aged 27 years. He is an old tramping pauper. He has been on a tramp for the last three months. 
His wife has been confined since he left. He has never returned and wants to tarry. Cause of pauperism – intemperance. 
 
Irish: Received February 21, 1856 
One pauper named Mary Brown, aged 24 years. Came from Hulberton, brought by Peg Overton. She has been three months 
in the country. Cause of pauperism – hurt in a...fight. Discharged March 11. 
 
 
19th Century American Poor House History 
(edited from www.poorhousestory.com/history)
 
 
WHAT WERE POOR HOUSES? 
 Also called poor farms or almshouses, poorhouses were tax-supported residential 
institutions to which people were required to go if they could not support themselves. They 
were started as a method of providing a less expensive (to the taxpayers) alternative to what 
we would now days call "welfare" - what was called "outdoor relief" in those days. People 
requested help from the community Overseer of the Poor ( sometimes also called a Poor 
Master) - an elected town official. If the need was great or likely to be long-term, they were 
sent to the poorhouse instead of being given relief while they continued to live 
independently. Sometimes they were sent there even if they had not requested help from the 
Overseer of the Poor. That was usually done when they were found guilty of begging in 
public, etc. 
 
 [One misconception should be cleared up here; they were not technically "debtors' 
prisons." Someone could owe a great deal of money, but if they could still provide themselves 
with the necessities for remaining independent, they might avoid the poorhouse.] 
BEFORE POORHOUSES  
 Prior to the establishment of poorhouses, the problem of what to do with paupers in a 
community was dealt with in one of three ways: 
1. Outdoor Relief Provided Through an Overseer of the Poor: When people fell upon 
hard times and members of their family, friends or members of their church 
congregations could not provide enough assistance to tide them over, they made 
application to an elected local official called the Overseer of the Poor. Within a budget 
of tax money, he might provide them with food, fuel, clothing, or even permission to 
get medical treatment to be paid out of tax funds. 
2. Auctioning off the Poor:          
 People who could not support themselves (and their families) were put up for 
bid at public auction. In an unusual type of auction, the pauper was sold to the lowest 
bidder (the person who would agree to provide room and board for the lowest price) -- 
usually this was for a specific period of a year or so. The person who got the contract 
got the use of the labor of the pauper for free in return for feeding, clothing, housing 
and providing health care for the pauper and his/her family. This was actually a form 
of indentured servitude. It sounds a lot like slavery -- except that it was technically not 
for the pauper's entire lifetime. It had many of the perils of slavery. The welfare of the 
paupers depended almost entirely upon the kindness and fairness of the bidder. If he 
was motivated only by a desire to make the maximum profit off the "use" of the 
pauper, then concern for "the bottom line" might result in the pauper being denied 
adequate food, or safe and comfortable shelter, or even necessary medical treatment. 
There often was very little recourse for protection against abuse. (See scan of an 
authentic record of an auction from 1832 in Sandown, NH.)
3. Contracting with Someone in the Community to Care for Paupers:    
 In this situation the care of a group of paupers was delegated to the person(s) 
who would contract to provide care at, again, the lowest price. This system allowed the 
opportunity for somewhat better supervision as indicated in the terms of the contract -
- which might specify what minimum standard of care must be provided and  that 
community officers would do inspections, etc. There were still often the same 
opportunities for abuse that were noted above. 
 
Note: In some cases (before state laws began to require the establishment of County 
Poorhouses) local communities had already discovered that a place to house paupers 
helped reduce the cost of poor relief. These small town poorhouses were the 
prototypes for the later state-required county poorhouses. Those earlier poorhouses 
often instituted the use of an adjacent farm on which the paupers could work to raise 
their own food, thus making the houses more self-sufficient (relying less on local tax 
funds). That is how the term "poor farm" came into being. 
THE BEGINNING of the COUNTY POORHOUSE SYSTEM 
 During the second quarter of the 19th century, as the industrial revolution had its 
effect on the United States, the importation of the factory system from England was followed 
almost immediately by the full scale adoption of what seemed to be an inherent component of 
that system -- the Poorhouse System. These poorhouses were built with great optimism. They 
promised to be a much more efficient and cheaper way to provide relief to paupers. And there 
was a fervent popular belief that housing such people in institutions would provide the 
opportunity to reform them and cure them of the bad habits and character defects that were 
assumed to be the cause of their poverty.   
THE DISILLUSIONMENT  
 By mid-century, people were beginning to question the success of the poorhouse 
movement. Investigations were launched to examine the conditions in poorhouses. They had 
proven to be much more expensive than had been anticipated, and they had not significantly 
reduced the numbers of the "unworthy poor" nor eliminated the need for "outdoor relief.” [ 
This was public assistance given to those living outside the poorhouses. It was given 
somewhat grudgingly to those considered to be (perhaps!) more "worthy" poor --who might 
only briefly and temporarily require assistance to procure food or fuel or clothing when they 
fell on very short-term hard times.] 
THE CIVIL WAR 
 The Civil War was the major preoccupation of American society during the third 
quarter of the century. Major systematic changes in social welfare policy had to await calmer 
times. Ironically, the faltering poorhouse system was sheltered from the impact of the poverty 
produced by the war itself. The war created widows and orphans; it deprived elderly 
members of families of the support they might have had in their old age, had their sons and 
grandsons lived or remained able to work. While many looked forward to the time ... "When 
Johnny Comes Marching Home Again"... many soldiers limped home to be disabled for the rest 
of their lives. However, a relatively small proportion of these casualties of the war ever 
wound up living in poorhouses. 
 The poorhouses were spared this circumstance for two reasons. Special laws were 
passed requiring that any needed assistance to veterans and their families had to be provided 
as outdoor relief -- specifically prohibiting placement in the poorhouse. In addition the Civil 
War Pension Plan provided -- although belatedly and awkwardly and controversially -- for 
soldiers and their family members. 
THE TRANSITION           
 By 1875, after the regulation of poorhouses in most states became the responsibility of 
the State Board of Charities, laws were passed prohibiting children from residing in 
poorhouses and removing mentally ill patients and others with special needs to more 
appropriate facilities.          
 The poorhouse population was even more narrowly defined during the twentieth 
century when social welfare legislation (Workmen’s Compensation, unemployment benefits 
and Social Security) began to provide a rudimentary “safety net” for people who would 
previously have been pauperized by such circumstances. Eventually the poorhouses evolved 
almost exclusively into nursing homes for dependent elderly people. But poorhouses left 
orphanages, general hospitals and mental hospitals -- for which they had provided the 
prototype -- as their heritage. 
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Two separate postcards of the County “Poor” House.
Orleans County Alms “Poor” House History 
 
 
 Albion Middle School seventh grade service-learning students went back in local history and 
did extensive research on the Orleans County “Poor” House. They drew information from Town of 
Albion death ledgers, Orleans County supervisor reports and historical documents, and newspapers. 
 
Early History: People and Places 
 The County Poor House was the 130-year old predecessor to the current Orleans County 
Nursing Home – “Villages of Orleans,” that was built in 1960 on Rt. 31. Its unique story forms an 
integral part of a treasured past. 
 During the 1829 fall meeting of the Board of Supervisors, action was taken to erect a structure 
as a result of a New York State mandate to “care for the downtrodden.” Nehemiah Ingersoll, Elisha 
Wright, and Avery M. Starkweather were appointed superintendents of the poor. A sum of $2,000 was 
appropriated for the use of the establishment. 
 In 1833 land was purchased “about three miles south of Albion Village” on County House 
Road and a building was constructed shortly thereafter. 
 At a special meeting held June 22, 1830, it was “Resolved that the distinction between the town 
and the county poor be and the same is hereby abolished, and that the expense of maintaining all the 
poor shall be at county charge.” 
 Some forty-seven years later, according to Supervisors' proceedings, on March 10, 1877 a 
committee of H.D. Waldo, H.P. Blood, and Edwin Bliss reported that they had employed the services 
of A.J. Warner of Rochester for the purpose of making an estimate and drawing for a new “plain, 
substantial structure for the accommodation of the poor.” 
 “We are of the opinion that the present condition of the Poor House demands some action of 
the present Board of Supervisors,” the committee stated. “We think it would be poor policy to expend 
any money in repairing the old House.” 
 On September 30, 1903, a contract was awarded by the Board of Supervisors to architect F.H. 
Loverin of Buffalo for a County Hospital to be erected fifty feet east of the Alms House. On October 
26, 1903, a building contract was awarded at $14, 417 to Cole and Putnam of Holley. The plumbing 
and heating contract went to Frank H. Falls for a bid of $2,775. 
 In 1878 the original County House was replaced with a more “commodious structure.” The 
new building accommodated 140 inmates and included a residence for the “keeper of the Alms 
House.” The final cost was $13,680. 
 In the early 1900s an infirmary was added to care for the sick, set “fifty feet east of the Alms 
House on line with the same.” Contractors Cole and Putnam of Holley bid $14,407 for the hospital 
building; Frank H. Falls, $2,755, for Heating and Plumbing. The contracts were awarded Oct. 26.  A 
celebration of the opening was later held. 
 
Daily Life and Demographics 
 Housed in these unique establishments were a variety of 
“needy people.” Many were paupers representing different 
nationalities, including Irish, English, Dutch, French, Scotch, 
Native American, African-American, and Canadian. 
 Many who were sick or without a home came to live there. 
Residents were recorded as having a wide range of unique 
conditions: “senility,” “gluttony,” “idiocy,” “intemperance,” “out 
of wedlock pregnancy,” “gangrene,” “epilepsy,” “blindness,” 
“frozen hands,” “skull wound,” “one arm off,” “crushed foot by 
car (railroad),” “fingers cut off by buzz saw,” “attempted suicide,” 
“deaf and dumb,” “bullet wound,” “destitute,” “venereal disease,” “bad business management,” and 
“consumption.” Residents or “inmates” ranged in age from infancy to the elderly. 
 Besides old age and infirmity, intemperance appears to be the primary cause of admission. 
Records reveal many inmates being admitted and released several times over the course of a short 
time span, time spent “drying out” before having another episode with alcohol abuse. 
 Over the years, many who lived at the Poor House were immigrant laborers or paupers who 
had nowhere else to go. Some, on the other hand, had more respected occupations like “nurse,” 
“hairdresser,” “carpenter,” and “teacher.” Without family, they moved to the Poor House. 
 A majority of inmates were older and were noted to be mostly men. Still others awaited 
placement to various facilities or hospitals, including the Children's Aid Society in New York City or 
the Lockport Home for the Friendless. 
 “It was a necessity,” 1959 Board of Supervisors member Mike Paduchak said. “These people 
needed a place to live and the community understood that.” 
 
The Grounds 
 Over a century of operation witnessed dozens of superintendents and hundreds of “inmates” 
make their way through the facility. 
 A 1927 “Report of General Inspection of the Orleans County Home for the Aged and Infirm” 
gives a detailed account of the “plant:” 
 “The site is not elevated. The grounds are attractive. The main building, consisting of a three- 
story central section and two two-story wings is of brick, built in 1878. The hospital, built in 1905, is of 
brick and stone, and has two stories and a basement. These two buildings are connected by a one-
story and basement corridor of brick and stone. In the basement of the main building are two kitchens, 
the bakery, three dining and store-rooms. The hospital is well equipped and furnished. The inmates 
sleep in rooms containing from one to three beds. The water, coming from a driven well, is hard. Rain 
water is available for the laundry. The property contains 155 acres, tillable.” 
 Like inmates, superintendents and caretakers lived on the grounds. Many times husband and 
wife teams had responsibility for the men and women, respectively. Other employees included cooks, 
farm hands, and medical staff. 
 
On the Farm 
 A working farm remained the center of activity throughout the decades. It provided a valuable 
source of food, labor, and income. At times, even inmates from the county jail were brought to the 
farm to work. Likewise, area farmers many times came to the Poor House looking for seasonal 
laborers.   
 According to a 1920s town supervisor report, the 155-acre 
tillable farm included two barns, two silos, a large hog house, 
and two small hen houses. There were four horses, fourteen 
purebred Holstein cows and one grade cow, nine yearling 
heifers and a bull, three sows, twenty nine shoats and two boars, 
and about 300 poultry. Milk yield averaged over 125,000 pounds 
annually. Twenty-eight quarts of whole milk went to the “home 
kitchen” daily; twelve went to the hospital and sixteen to the 
staff and employees. Thirteen hogs were killed for home use and 
four others sold. Surplus cream was sold or made into butter. 
Some eggs were also sold. Receipts from sales totaled $2, 754.79. 
 The farm produced a large quantity of corn, wheat, oats, 
barley, beans, grapes, tomatoes, peas, apples, pears, berries, squash, cabbage, mangels, eggs, dressed 
beef and dressed pork with the labor of its residents. 
 Many of the goods were sold locally or bartered to help support the home. 
 
Current Home 
 A special committee of the Board of Supervisors was appointed in 1957 to study the need for a 
new County Home. Because the renovation of the old home was deemed impractical, plans to build a 
new home were initiated. Consideration of the building on the County House Road location was ruled 
out because of inadequate water supply. Therefore, the twenty acre site on Route 31, west of the 
Village of Albion, was purchased in 1958 at a cost of $10,000. 
 By unanimously adopted resolution on June 5, 1958, the Board of Supervisors authorized a 
new County Home and Infirmary at a cost not to exceed $1,000,000 for construction and equipment. 
 The original building was razed in 1962. “It was a beautiful building,” John Hucknall said. “It 
was made of red sandstone. It's a shame it was torn down.” Hucknall's mother was a childcare 
caseworker. 
 The only remaining structure from the 
original site is a pump house that was relocated 
to a home on Rt. 31 just east of Fancher, NY. 
 Today the National Disaster and Fire 
Training Center sits on the County House Road 
property. 
 
Cemetery 
 The Poor House, also known as the 
“Alms House,” “County Home,” or “Infirmary,” 
buried over 160 of their residents in simple pine          Original pump house now located on Rt. 31 
boxes in a small cemetery behind the home. 
 Interestingly, according to an 1890 Supervisors' report, the Superintendent of the Poor was 
“instructed to measure off one half acre in the extreme southeast part of the county farm, and fence 
the same, for burial of the poor of the county who die in the County Home. Also to be instructed to 
move the bodies buried in the present cemetery to the new burial place.” As such, the current 
cemetery postdates an earlier site. 
 Not all inmates were buried on the Poor House grounds, however. Families who were able to 
afford a burial site usually had their loved ones buried at Mt. Albion Cemetery or other town 
cemeteries, sometimes in the “potters field” section. 
 On June 20, 2010, Albion Middle School service learning teacher Tim Archer and three of his 
students (Nate Jobe, Marshall Cummings, and Mitch Grater) examined the current cemetery and 
found ten small, stone grave markers etched with only a number in an unkempt, overgrown area. The 
original records from the Poor House were lost in a fire so there was no way to correspond the 
number on the grave stone with a matching individual. 
 “We were really excited to find some of the original markers,” eighth grader Nathan Jobe said. 
“Hopefully some of that history can be brought back to life by having the area cleaned up, making it 
more respectable.” 
 According to published records the cemetery was last cleared in February 1976 by county 
employees.  Several gravestones were reported found. 
 To discover who was buried behind the facility, students visited Albion Town Clerk Sarah 
Basinait and looked through four old death ledgers from the late 1800's and early 1900's. Residents 
were buried at the site between the 1870's and 1920's. 
 Students also cross-referenced medical 
records at the current Orleans County 
Nursing Home. From these sources and their 
hard work, the records are now as accurate as 
possible and compiled into a single list. 
 “It was neat looking through old 
ledgers,” said seventh grader Meredith 
Patterson. “Everyone seems very interested 
in the research we did and appreciates the                      Gravestone #17  
results.”         
  In addition, other members of Mr. Archer's service-learning class met with the county coroner, 
Swan Library librarians, current and past town historians, county office personnel, and the Mount 
Albion Cemetery Superintendent, as well as local townspeople who had relatives who worked at the 
Alms House, while searching for more information.  
 “Let's hope this unique part of Albion history isn't lost,” service-learning student Caitlin 
Malanowski said. 
 The grounds have since been cleaned up and maintained by Orleans County workers at the 
behest of the Albion Middle School students. A formal ceremony memorializing the burial ground 
was held June 2011. Three red maple trees and a Rose of Sharon bush were planted. A monument and 
historic marker were also put in place. The simple sandstone monument reads, “The Temporal Body 
is the House of the Eternal.” 
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1824 New York State Law 
to Establish County Poor Houses 
 
(edited from the website www.poorhousestory.com/history) 
 
 
 
 
LAWS OF NEW YORK, p. 382, CHAP. CCCXXXI 
AN ACT to provide for the establishment of County Poor Houses 
Passed November 27, 1824 
 
 
 
 
Duty of Board of Supervisors 
 
Be it enacted by the People of the State of New-York, represented in Senate and Assembly, That it 
shall be the duty of the board of supervisors of each county in this state, (the counties of Genesee, 
Yates, Greene, Washington, Rensselaer, Queens, Essex, New-York, Montgomery, Suffolk, Schoharie, 
Chautauqua, Cortland, Dutchess, Orange, Allegany, Richmond, Monroe, Sullivan, Cattaraugus, 
Kings, Putnam, Delaware, Franklin, Oswego, Otsego, Columbia, St. Lawrence, Rockland, Albany, 
Tompkins, Tioga, Schenectady, Seneca, Madison, Onondaga, Oneida and Ulster, excepted,) at their 
next meeting after the passing of this act, to direct the purchase of one or more tracts of land, not 
exceeding the quantity of two hundred acres, and thereon build and erect, for the accommodation, 
employment and use of the said county, one or more suitable buildings, to be denominated the poor 
house of the county of _______ and to defray the expense of such purchase and buildings, raise, by tax 
on estates real and personal, of the freeholders and inhabitants of the same county, a sum not 
exceeding the sum of seven thousand dollars, by such installments and at such times as may be 
ordered by the board of supervisors, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as the other 
county charges are assessed and collected, which money, when collected, shall be paid over by the 
treasurer of said county to said supervisors, or such persons as they shall for that purpose designate, 
to be applied to defraying the expenses aforesaid. 
 
Superintendents to be Appointed and their Duties 
 
And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the supervisors of said county, at their meeting 
on the first Tuesday of October, annually, to choose and appoint, by plurality of votes, not less than 
five persons, who shall be denominated superintendents of the poor house of the county of ________ 
who shall, until the first Tuesday of October next thereafter, take upon themselves, and have the 
exclusive charge, management, direction and superintendence of said poor house, and of every thing 
relating to the same; and shall and may, from time to time, with the approbation and consent of a 
majority of the judges of the county courts of such county, make, ordain and establish such prudential 
rules, regulations and by-laws, for the well ordering of the same, and the employment, relief, 
management and government of the persons therein placed, and the officers and servants therein 
employed, and the correction of the refractory, disobedient and disorderly, by solitary confinement 
therein, and feeding them on bread and water only, as they shall deem expedient for the good 
government of the same; and shall and may, from time to time, appoint and employ a suitable person 
to be keeper of the same house, and necessary servants under him, and the same keeper and servants 
remove at pleasure, or otherwise, if they shall deem it more advisable; and it shall be lawful for the 
said superintendents to contract with some suitable person for the support of those persons who are 
placed in said poor house, who shall give a bond to said superintendents, with sufficient sureties, for 
the faithful performance of his contract, and who shall and my be authorized to employ the persons so 
committed to his charge, in like manner as if he was appointed keeper of said poor house. 
 
Paupers to be Sent to Poor House 
 
And be it further enacted, That whenever, after the said poor-house shall be completed, any poor 
person in any city or town of the same county shall apply for relief, the said overseer of the poor of 
such city or town shall make application to a justice of the peace of said county, which said justice and 
overseer shall inquire into the state and circumstances of the person so applying for relief as aforesaid; 
and if it shall appear to the said justice and overseer of the poor, that such person is in such indigent 
circumstances as to require relief, it shall be their duty (unless the sickness of the pauper prevent) 
instead of ordering relief in the manner directed in and by the twenty-fifth section of the act entitled 
"An act for the relief and settlement of the poor," to issue his warrant under his hand, directed to any 
constable of such city or town, whose duty it shall be to execute the same, thereby requiring said 
constable forthwith to take such poor person so applying for relief, and remove him or her to said 
poor-house, and there deliver him or her to the care of the keeper of the same house, to be relieved 
and provided for as his or her necessities shall require; and he or she shall be discharged therefrom by 
order of the superintendents of the same house, or some one of them. 
 
Provision as to Disorderly Persons 
 
And further, That in case the said superintendent, by a resolution to be passed by a majority of the 
board, shall give permission, and so long and no longer, as such permission shall be continued, it shall 
and may be lawful for any justice of the peace of said county, whenever a disorderly person, under or 
within the meaning of the act entitled "An act for apprehending and punishing disorderly persons," 
instead of the punishment directed by the same act, by warrant under his hand and seal, to commit 
such disorderly person or persons to said poor-house, into the custody of the keeper thereof, there to 
be kept at hard labor for any time not exceeding six months, unless sooner discharged therefrom by 
order of such superintendents or a majority of them; in which warrant, it shall be sufficient to state 
and set forth generally, that such person has been duly convicted of being a disorderly person, 
without more particular specification of the offense. 
 
Provision as to Children Who Beg 
 
And be it further enacted, That it shall and may be lawful for the overseers of the poor of any town or 
city in said county, to take up any child under the age of fifteen years, who shall be permitted to beg 
or solicit charity from door to door, or in any street or highway of such city or town, and carry or send 
him or her to said poor-house, there to be kept and employed, and instructed in such useful labor as 
he or she shall be able to perform, and supported until discharged therefrom by order of said 
superintendents, whose duty it shall be to discharge such child as soon as he or she shall be able to 
provide for himself or herself. 
 
Duties of Keeper of Poor House 
 
And be it further enacted, That it shall be lawful for the keeper of said poor-house, to require and 
compel all persons committed to his care or custody in the same by virtue of this act, to perform such 
work, labor and service, towards defraying the expense of their maintenance and support, as they 
shall severally be able to perform, or said superintendent shall from time to time direct; and in case 
any such person shall neglect or refuse to perform the work, labor and service required of him or her, 
or shall at any time refuse or neglect any rule, regulation or by-law, which shall as aforesaid be made 
and established by said superintendents, for the well ordering and government of the persons 
committed or placed in said poor-house, or shall at any time depart therefrom, until he or she shall be 
regularly and duly dismissed and discharged there from; in each and every such case, it shall and may 
be lawful for the keeper of the same house, to place and keep each and every such person in solitary 
confinement in some part of the same house, and feed him, her or them, with bread and water only, 
until he or she shall submit to perform the same labor, work and service, and obey, conform and 
observe the rules, regulations and by-laws aforesaid; or for such time as said keeper shall judge 
proportioned to his or her respective offense or offenses: 
 
Proviso 
 
Provided however, That every such person who shall think himself or herself aggrieved by the conduct 
of such keeper towards them, may and shall be permitted to make his or her complaint to said 
superintendents, or any one of them, who shall immediately examine into the grounds of such 
complaint, and make such order and direction in the case as to him or them shall appear fit and 
proper; which order shall be final and conclusive in the case. 
 
Expenses How Raised and Defrayed 
 
And be it further enacted, That the expense of supporting and maintaining such persons as shall or 
may be sent to or placed in said poor-house pursuant to the provisions of this act, and all expenses 
incident to keeping, maintaining and governing said poor-house, shall be a charge upon said county; 
and it shall and may be lawful for the supervisors of said county, to cause such sum as shall remain 
unpaid at the end of each year, and may be necessary to defray the same expenses, to be annually 
assessed and collected by a tax on the estates, read and personal, of the freeholders and inhabitants of 
the same county, in the proportion to the number and expenses of paupers the several towns 
respectively shall have in the said poor-house; which monies, when collected, shall be paid by the 
collectors of the several cities and towns in the said county, into the hands of the treasurer of such 
county, subject to the orders of said superintendents, to be by them applied to the paying and 
defraying of the same expenses. 
 
 
Raw materials may be purchased 
 
And be it further enacted, That the said superintendents may, at the expense of said county, from time to 
time, purchase and procure such raw materials to be wrought and manufactured by the persons in 
said poor-house; and shall and may at all times sell and dispose of the produce of the labor of the 
same persons, in such manner as they shall judge conducive to the interests of said county; 
 
 
 
Superintendents to Account 
 
And it shall be the duty of the said superintendents annually, at the meeting of the supervisors of said 
county, on the first Tuesday of October in each year, to account with the board of supervisors of the 
said county, for all monies by them received and expended as such superintendents, and pay over any 
such monies remaining in their hands, as such superintendents, unexpended, to the superintendents 
who shall then be chosen and appointed in their stead. 
 
Removals of paupers to other counties abolished 
 
And be it further enacted, That no person shall be removed as a pauper, out of any city or town, to 
any other city, town or county, by any order of removal and settlement; but the county where such 
person shall become sick, infirm and poor, shall support him; and if he be in sufficient health to gain a 
livelihood, and still become a beggar or vagrant, then he shall be treated as a disorderly person: 
 
Proviso 
 
Provided, That nothing herein contained shall prevent the removal of any pauper from one city or 
town to any other city or town in the same county. 
 
Penalty for Fraudulent Removals 
 
And be it further enacted, That if any person or persons shall hereafter send, carry or transport, or 
cause to be sent, carried or transported, any pauper or paupers, or other poor and indigent person or 
persons, from and out of any town in any county of this state, into any town in any other county, with 
intent to charge such other town or county with the maintenance and support of such pauper or 
paupers, poor and indigent persons, such offense shall be deemed and adjudged a misdemeanor; and 
such person or persons so offending, on conviction thereof before any court of competent jurisdiction, 
be punished, by fine in a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding six months, or both, in the discretion of said court. 
 
Provision as to the Excepted Counties 
 
And be it further enacted, That if any board of supervisors, or a majority of them, in any of those 
counties heretofore excepted, shall, at any of their annual meetings hereafter, determine that it will be 
beneficial to their county to erect a county poor-house, that by filing such determination with the clerk 
of said county, they shall be at liberty to avail themselves of the provisions of this act. 
Deed for Purchase of Original Alms Property
Explanation of Original Deed 
 
 Joy Brewer, an employee at Crossroads Abstract Company, explains the original purchase of 
land the Alms House was eventually built on: 
 
 “The deed was dated on Nov 28, 1833, but was not recorded until Sept. 21, 1835, so 
technically the County owned it on Nov. 28, 1833, but it wasn't officially recorded until 
almost two years later. 
 “They paid only $217.34 for the 94 acres of land. 
 “As to the names on the deed, Wilhem Willink, Walrave Van Heukelom, et al, they 
were the members of the Holland Land Company, which bought this whole tract of land. 
They deeded out as individuals by their power of attorney, David E. Evans, because they 
owned the company, but remained in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
 “The names John H. Tyler, Asa Clark, et al, were the supervisors of the County at that 
time, which is why they are listed individually on the deed, but as supervisors.” 
Joy Brewer 
Crossroads Abstract 
1857 Town Supervisory Investigation Report 
 
 
 This unique town supervisory investigation report gives a very detailed account of the state of 
the Alms House in 1857. Note the description of the grounds, cost of operation, number of children and 
“paupers,” the importance of religious instruction, the need for a physician, the designation of 
“lunatics” among the “inmates” and the high percentage of those affected by alcohol abuse. 
 
  “This house is built of brick, forty by eighty feet, three stories high, connected with 
which is a farm of one hundred and seven acres, yielding an annual revenue of $721. The 
house is not ventilated. No provision for bathing except a shower bath. The basement, to a 
limited extent, is occupied by the paupers, but mostly for domestic purposes. It is warmed by 
stoves.             
 “The number of inmates was forty: twenty males and twenty females, of whom sixteen 
were foreign and twenty-four native born, including eight children. Twenty-six rooms are 
appropriated to the use of the paupers in which as many as eight are sometimes placed in a 
single room.             
 “This house is under the care of a keeper, aided by an assistant. The keeper is also 
superintendent of the poor, who purchases supplies for the house, prescribes rules regulating 
the diet, which are submitted to and have received the sanction of the county court.  
 “During the past year he has bound out sixteen children, leaving only one of suitable 
age to be bound out, in the house.          
 “The paupers labor in the house and on the farm to the extent of their ability. The 
average number supported is fifty-nine, at a weekly cost of $1.15 each.     
 “The house is supplied with Bibles and religious services are maintained every 
Sabbath. The children of suitable age are sent to the district school. The supervisors have 
visited the house once this year. 
  “A physician is employed by the year at a salary of $100. There have been five births 
and three deaths the past year. Of the inmates seven are lunatics; two male and five female, 
and all paupers. Two have been received, and one recovered and has been discharged. Three 
of the lunatics are confined in a hall opening into a yard; one is restrained by wearing mittens 
and one muffs. They are looked after by a pauper attendant, but receive no special medical 
attention. There are two idiots, both females; and one deaf and dumb. 
 “Four-fifths of the whole number come to want consequent upon habits of 
inebriation.” 
 
* Transcribed by Cheramie Breaux in Louisiana 
These photos were taken in 1905 at the dedication of the hospital (top, far left).



* * * *
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1880 Federal Census 
Alms House Inmates Listed 
1892 NYS Census - Orleans County, NY 
Town of Albion 
    MOYNIHAN, CORNELIUS           68 M    IRELAND     (MARY LEARY)   D2-P 11 
 ****   JOHN                      40 SON  USA          LABORER 
        CORNELIUS JR.             27 SON   " 
        MINNIE                    21 F     " 
 
    MULLEN, LIBBY                 50 F    USA          PAUPER        D5-P 4 
 
    MULROONEY, ADA                24 F    USA                        D3-P 6 
        GEORGE                     5 M     " 
        FRED                       2 M     " 
    HOWARD, HATTIE                25 F     " 
 
    MULROONEY, JULIA A.           31 F    USA          HOUSEKEEPER   D1-P 14 
        EDWARD P.                 27 BRO   "           BUTCHER 
        MARY (PEFFER)             21 SIL   " 
        JOHN                      25 BRO   "              " 
        KATIE E.                  19 SIS   " 
 
    MUNDERBACK, WORTH             68 M    USA          BLACKSMITH    D4-P 4 
        MARY ANN  (HARDING)       69 F     " 
 
    MUNN, CHARLES                 38 M    GERMANY      LABORER       D1-P 14 
        CATHERINE                 32 F    USA 
        FRANK                      7 M     " 
        LENA                       6 F     " 
 
    MURCHESON, DONALD             33 M    CANADA       TEAMSTER      D1-P 17 
        HANNAH                    27 F      " 
        RODY                       6 M    USA 
        PEARL                      5 F     " 
        EARL                       2 M     " 
 
    MURPHY, JOHN                  70 M    IRELAND      LABORER       ALMSHOUSE 
 
    MURPHY, JOHN                  70 M    IRELAND      LABORER       D3-P 14 
        BRIDGET F.                50 F      " 
        HELEN                      7 F    USA 
 
    MURRAY, DENNIS                30 M    IRELAND      LABORER       D2-P 14 
        NORA (LYNCH)              29 F      " 
        KATIE                      2 F    USA 
        TIMOTHY                    1 M     " 
 
     
 
    
 **** In the 1892 New York State Census Alms House inmates were often 
times listed with their families, if they had one, like John Moynihan (above) 
who was in and out of the Alms House for over 40 years due to intemperance. 
1900 Federal Census 
Alms House Inmates Listed 
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1930 Federal Census 
Alms House Staff/Inmates Listed 
 
 
ORLEANS COUNTY HOME:                                             E37-7-28 
     DERRICK, JOHN L.      51 PUBLIC WELFARE COMM.    NY, PAR/NY, 1ST MARR 21 
     LUELLA (WEBSTER)      50 WIFE, MATRON            NY, PAR/NY, 1ST MARR 20 
     WALTER J.              14 SON                      NY, SCHOOL 
     ZORN, EARL R.         27 SON-IN-LAW              NY, PAR/NY, AGE 1ST MARR 23 
                            ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT 
     ZORN, DOROTHY W.      26 DAUGHTER                NY, PAR/NY, AGE 1ST MARR 22 
     ZORN, JOAN D.         11 MO. GRANDDAU            NY 
     EDDY, WILLIAM O.      43 BOARDER                  NY, PAR/ENG, 1ST MARR 21 
                            FARM MANAGER 
     EDDY, CATHERINE A.    44 BOARDER                  NY, PAR/NY, AGE 1ST MARR 22 
                            1ST HALL WOMAN 
     EDDY, MARION E.        8 BOARDER                  SCHOOL 
     LLOYD, GEORGE         52 BOARDER, LABORER        NY, PAR/WALES, 1ST MARR 45 
     LLOYD, FLORENCE A.    49 BOARDER, COOK      NY, PAR/NY, AGE 1ST MARR 42 
     CROWELL, LORAINNE     18 BOARDER, WAITRESS       NY, PAR/NY, SNGL 
     McCREADY, WILLIAM R.  27 BOARDER, NURSE     PA, F/IRE, M/ENG, 1ST MARR 25 
     CRANE, GEORGE W.      90 WID/MARTHA CALDWELL    NY, PAR/NY 
     BUSHNELL, A.J.         61 SINGLE                   IL, PAR/UNKNOWN 
     COLEMAN, JOHN         82 WID/EMMA MANLEY         NY, PAR/NY 
     HAIGHT, FRANK         67 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/USA 
     BARRUS, HENRY         77 WID/EMMA SHAW           NY, PAR/NY 
     MONTONEY, WILLIAM     70 WID/HELEN               NY, PAR/NY 
     BROWN, JOE             61 WIDOWER                 ITALY, PAR/ITALY, IMM 1899A 
     WILSON, LEONARD       67 WIDOWER                 NY, F/PA, M/NY 
     PALMER, JOHN          74 WIDOWER                 NY, PAR/NY 
     LEVIARD, ASSAID       41 SINGLE                   ASSYRIA, ANCIENT EMPIRE IN W.ASIA 
     BEALE, MARY           69 SINGLE                   CAN, PAR/GER, IMM 1911A 
     FERRIS, LILLY          64 SINGLE                   NY, F/USA, M/ENG 
     ALLEN, ANNA           76 WIDOW                    USA/ PAR/USA 
     CLEARY, MARY          70 SINGLE                   ENG, PAR/IRE, IMM 1885N 
     HOWARD, MARGARET      13 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/NY 
     HOWARD, GEORGE        70 WIDOWER                 USA, PAR/USA 
     SUARDIA, JOSEPH       45 MARRIED                  POLAND, PAR/POL, IMM 1912PA 
     MARTIN, DAVID         92 WIDOWER                 NY, F/VT, M/NY 
     IRELAND, WILLIAM      64 SINGLE                   NY, F/IRE, M/ENG 
     CONDON, EDWARD        50 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/CAN-ENG 
     EGGELSTON, MYRON      76 MARRIED                  NY, PAR/NY 
     EGGELSTON, HARRIET    72 MARRIED                  NY, PAR/NY 
     PINN, JOHN             63 SINGLE                   ENG, PAR/ENG, IMM 1841N 
     GRAVES, BYRON         78 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/NY 
     LEWIS, ALBERT        72 WIDOWER                 NY, F/ENG, M/NY 
     GRINNELL, GEORGE      84 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/USA 
     ALISERO, CRESNZO      87 SINGLE                   ITALY, PAR/IT, IMM 1889A 
     KENNEDY, JOHN         70 SINGLE                   US, PAR/IRELAND 
     HIGGINS, ALFRED       75 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/IRELAND 
     GRAY, MILLIE          61 WIDOW                    NY, PAR/USA 
     RADZINSKI, FRANK      75 WIDOWER                 GER, PAR/GER, IMM 1882N 
     CHASE, ALLEN         86 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/USA 
     HOWE, JAMES          77 WIDOWER                 NY, F/NY, M/MI 
     WARD, WILLIAM         74 WIDOWER                 NY, PAR/ENG 
     RAYMONDJACK, ANDREW   96 SINGLE                   GER, PAR/GER, IMM1903A 
     DUNN, THOMAS          71 WIDOWER                 MI, PAR/IRE 
     SLATTERY, MICHAEL     55 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/IRE 
     MONTMORENCY, EDWARD   59 WIDOWER                 ENG, PAR/ENG, IMM 1911A 
     BONOSKI, MIKE         55 WIDOWER                 RUSSIA, PAR/RUS, IMM 1912A 
     McDONALD, JOHN        70 SINGLE                   CAN-ENG, PAR/IRE, IMM 1868N 
     BARBER, ALONZO        70 MARRIED                  PA, PAR/USA 
     RYERSON, ALBERT       56 WIDOWER                 NY, PAR/NY 
     STEWART, LEWIS        72 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/NY 
     HARRIGAN, MIKE        78 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/IRE 
     COX, GEORGE           63 SINGLE                   NY, F/ENG, M/USA 
     YOSSOCK, MARY         76 WIDOWER                 POL, PAR/POL, IMM 1875A 
     HOWE, ELLEN           67 MARRIED                  NY, F/UNKN, M/NY 
     PAUL, ANN              92 WIDOW                    IRE, PAR/IRE, IMM 1861A 
     APPLETON, JOHN        69 SINGLE, IMM    1866N     CAN-ENG, F/ENG, M/CAN-ENG 
     GOFF, J. TERRIL        37 D                        NY, F/NY, M/USA 
     SUZANNE, MARY         76 WIDOW                    FRANCE, PAR/FR, IMM 1911A 
     PALMER, ELIZABETH     79 SINGLE                   NY, PAR/NY 
     MYERS, FRANK          60 MARRIED                  USA, PAR/USA 
     BROADWELL, FRED       75 MARRIED                  NY, PAR/ENG 
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Correspondence - Joan Hudson 
 
 Seventh grader Kyle Thaine interviewed 
local resident Joan Hudson about her experience 
living at the Poor House as a child. 
 
How were you connected to the Alms House? 
My grandfather was the Commissioner of Public 
Welfare. As a result of that, my father was put in 
charge of the men and my mother in charge of the 
women. 
 
Did you live there? 
Yes. My family had private living quarters in the 
main building on the second floor. I was an only 
child. We lived there during the Great Depression 
in the early 1930's. 
 
How old were you? 
We lived at the County Home for a few years. I 
was seven when we left. 
 
What was it like there?         Joan at an early age on the grounds. 
The men lived on the west side and the women    
on the east side. It was a very big building. At the far east side was a hospital. I had a lot of 
freedom growing up and got lots of attention from the staff and residents. It was a pleasant 
experience growing up there. I liked to go see Mrs. Lloyd. Her husband grew the crops. 
 
     What were the people like? 
     Most people there had nothing. The poor people would  
     register in an office near where I lived. They were very nice  
     to me, though. I remember sitting on the porch talking with  
     some of them. I can still remember some of their names. One 
     of the residents was a sextuplet with the last name Bushnell, 
     who was on “Ripley's Believe It or Not.” 
 
     What do you think of our project to learn about the Poor House? 
     I enjoy the idea of learning about the Poor House. I think we 
     need to know more about our past before we can work on  
     our future. 
        Staff 
Joan Hudson Photos
              (early 1930s) 
Correspondence – John Anderson 
 
 
 John Anderson knows the County House very well, having spent three of his early 
teen years living and working there. 
 From 1946-1948, Anderson, his mother, and brother Fred lived on the third floor. “It 
was a good time in my life,” Anderson said. “ Besides going to school in Albion, I was 
involved in the daily operation of the facility, working the farm and getting to know the 
inmates and staff.” 
 
Alms House in 1948 (photo supplied by John Anderson) 
 
 Anderson's mother was live-in cook for the staff and hospital. 
 The retired native recalls time spent on the front porch veranda listening and talking 
with residents, eating popcorn and playing cards in the front living room, and rollerskating 
on the hardwood floors on the lower level. 
 “I enjoyed being around the people,” Anderson recalls. “We did everything. 
Sometimes Mr. Page would even take me to the jail to pick up prisoners so they could work 
on the farm.” 
 During Anderson's stay at the Poor House, William Jenny was the superintendent, 
Glenn Page the assistant superintendent, Vera Gardner the inmates' cook, and George 
Gardner the farm boss. Pearl Root, Mattie Standish, and Esther Parson also worked on the 
staff. 
 Anderson said that many of the “inmates” were there due to intemperance (alcohol 
abuse). “There were usually about fifty men and seven or eight women,” he said. “Some had 
the DTs, others syphilis or mental problems. They had a variety of problems.” 
 The farm covered over one hundred acres and produced wheat, oats, corn, and more. 
Cows and chickens shared the grounds as well. “Sometimes the sheriff would bring deer hit 
by cars. We also received surplus foods to supplement our needs,” he added. 
 Anderson said he recalls the cemetery “out back” but only in that he passed through it 
while hunting along Lee Road. “It was run down even then,” he said. 
 Anderson's mother not only served as cook, but had the privilege of being the barber 
to those who died and were being prepared for burial. 
 His mother also prepared special annual dinners for the town supervisors. “I'm sure 
that helped us get whatever funding we needed,” Anderson joked. 
 “I remember lots of things,” Anderson reflected with fondness. “The Jennys had a cat 
named Peanuts that we had lots of fun with. And sometimes Mr. Gardner would take Fred 
and me into town to see a 25-cent movie at the Realto or get a Mexican sundae for 15 cents. 
He took a genuine interest in me since my dad was no longer around. I had a rough and 
tumble life up until that time.” 
 Anderson's mother remarried and moved the family out of the home in August 1948. 
  
 
  
  
 
 
Correspondence – Rose Minneci Story 
 
  
 The following correspondence from local resident Cindy Troy conveys the level of interest and 
emotion that the students' Poor House research elicited. 
 
 “My husband's aunt Rose Minneci, per family lore, was banished from the family in 
dishonor after being raped by an elderly neighbor and becoming pregnant. Evidently, she 
had to live in the county poor house, where I believe her daughter was born on July 10, 1934. 
We have only recently learned this. 
 Her daughter was later given up to Father Baker's house for hopeful adoption. Our 
generation of the family tried for years to get information from Rose's generation of siblings 
and cousins, but evidently most of them remained loyal to the edict of Rose's older brothers 
to remain silent. They were demanded to never talk to her or of her again. That was the time, 
I guess. Anyway, those of us who researched came across dead-ends, until . . . 
 Last year (2009), three days before Thanksgiving, that baby (now 72 years of age) 
found us. She had all but given up when one of her dear friends from church (a recently 
retired teacher) asked if she could resume the search that was done off and on over the years. 
 The one item she had was a handwritten baptismal certificate with her name, parents' 
names, and the witness's names. The handwriting was so poor, that when it was later 
transcribed to be typed for the permanent documentation for the church, all the names were 
incorrect. Anyway, a stab in the dark led to the St. Joseph's Church, where she was baptized, 
which was of course, in Albion - and this researcher/teacher was a college roommate of 
Gretchen Lamont. 
 Phone calls were made that November, and Gretchen decided to contact Maimie Smith 
(only because she is of Italian descent and had worked for years at HSBC and knew so many 
people in Albion). Maimie is this child's mother's first cousin and she invited them to come 
out here to meet us. 
 The real hallelujah about this is that Maimie is in the early stages of dementia, but her 
long term memory is safely intact and she is still pretty cognizant of some day to day things. 
The interesting thing is that coincidentally, my daughter Lauren, who was home visiting 
family for the holidays (she lives in England) looks nearly identical to my mother-in-law. 
 Laurie was the telling tale to our reunion - Maimie thought she was seeing my mother 
-n-law (who is deceased) and Rose's daughter nearly cried out because she said that she 
looked identical to Laurie at that age. The other blessing is that Father Baker's allowed her to 
keep her birth name of Mary Grace Minneci (Mary - is my mother-in-law's first name and 
Grace is her 2 year younger sister). They were young girls at that time, and the youngest of 
the family. 
 As you can imagine, all pictures of Rose ceased after she was banished. Until Mary 
Grace showed up November 2009, we had no time frame of her birth. We only knew that 
Rose had been banished to the county poor house and gave the baby away, and later lived 
and died at a young age in Buffalo. 
 I later researched the newspapers at the library for the ten months before Mary Grace's 
birth to her birth date to see if they listed the arrest, conviction, and incarceration of Mary 
Grace's birth father (which we were told occurred). I didn't find any mention in the papers of 
his name. 
 I noticed that no "ethnic" names, nor their news (obits, births and such) were ever 
mentioned in the papers (except for Theodorakas or DeCarlo for a sport award).  I asked my 
dad about this (he is 80) and he said that this was very typical of the time. If there was any 
mention, it would be in the form of '2 Italian fellows . . . ', etc. 
 Since Albion was, at that time, heavily populated by Italians and Polish, and a few 
Greeks and Germans, I thought this was unusual. My father theorizes that the immigrant 
population probably couldn't read English and therefore didn't purchase papers - and that 
they pretty much kept to themselves in tight communities. As such, most paper purchasers 
weren't interested in 'immigrant news.' There was also a definite discrimination toward 
them.” 
 
 
 
 
Correspondence - Grace Denniston Family 
 
 
 The following correspondence from local resident Grace Buck Denniston tells of past family 
members who worked at the Poor House. 
 
 “My grandmother Elizabeth Bint Parker was a cook at the Orleans County Home in the 
early 1900’s. I would guess that she was there for about twenty years because my mother, 
Mildred Parker (Buck), worked as a dining room girl in her teens while my grandmother was 
still a cook. I have some pictures from there dated 1905 & 1906. 
 My grandmother was married in 1910, so when she started working there she would 
have been Catherine (her real first name) Elizabeth Bint. 
 My mother, Mildred Parker, was born in 1912 and may have started working in the 
dining room about age 14. Maybe she was younger, I’m not at all sure. 
 One picture I have is of County Home employees in 1905. Another is of Mr. & Mrs. 
Possen in 1906. He was Superintendent at that time. The other two are untitled except for the 
year 1906 and that they were taken at the Orleans County Home.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
       (Left) Superintendent Possen and wife in car. 
       (Right) Staff under a tree on the grounds.  
       Photos supplied by Grace Denniston 
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Richard Gordineer
Medina Historian Todd Bensley shares the story of Richard Gordineer. A former slave, 
Gordineer appears in the 1892 NYS Census records as a resident of the Orleans County Alms House. 
He would have been 98 at the time. He died there just short of his 100th birthday. Interestingly, 
Gordineer's sister Kate also died while living at the Alms House. She was buried in the cemetery 
behind the home. This article appeared in the December 2005 issue of the Medina Bugle, a publication 
of the Medina Historical Society.
“Another Early Settler” by Todd Bensley
While studying in school, everyone learned about the evils of the South's “peculiar institution.” 
Most of us probably sat there smugly thinking that our ancestors would not have participated in such an 
evil system. You would be mistaken. Richard Gordineer was a slave when he first settled in Medina.
Gordineer's story began much earlier, when he was born in 1794 to Jacob Gordineer – a
mohawk Dutchman – and his female slave. When Gordineer was just two months old, he and his 
mother where sold to Joseph Grant. Grant was the father of L.A.G.B. Grant, of Medina. In 1823 
Gordineer was brought to Medina to cook for the family of Walton Grant, South of Medina. He lived 
with this family for a year, and then started a fifteen-year career on the Erie Canal. In 1827 he gained 
his freedom as a result of New York State's Emancipation law.
After his time working on the canal, he settled in Medina once again, this time as a free man. As 
was reported in a newspaper at the time, “Richard was a good cook and a wedding party was never 
compete without him to do the baking for and the waiting on the guests. He was the only successful 
cart-man here for many years and there seemed no end to his call to whitewashing.” But, like any other 
small businessmen, times were often tough. In 1853 he placed a notice in the Medina Whig a local 
newspaper at the time. The notice started:
“All persons indebted to 'Richard Gordineer express line' are requested to call at his residence, 
and settle before there is further cost made. Those that he owes are crowding him for their pay which 
they must have. He will be ready to serve his former customers as usual for ___ or ready pay. But Mr. 
Trust he knows not. Things are getting to such a pitch that D____ cannot take care of himself any more. 
He therefore deems it prudent to get all he can and keep what he gets. So please to be so kind and 
condescending as to Pay the D____ as soon as possible.”
RICHARD GORDINEER
November 1, 1852
Interestingly, L.A.G.B. Grant had an ad for his new grist mill just three columns over in the 
same paper.
The earliest census record of Gordineer is the 1850 Federal Census. In that record he is listed as 
fifty-five years old, with a sixty-year old wife and a three year old girl. His occupation at the time was 
“whitewasher.” He then appears in the 1855 NYS Census as a fifty-two-year old laborer and a new 
person appears on the record, a fifteen year-old female. As you can see, the census records – especially 
during this time period and given the fact that he was a former slave – are not always accurate.
He continues to appear in the records through the 1892 NYS Census. He appears as a resident 
of the County Almshouse in Albion. He died in poverty in 1894 at the age of ninety-nine. A picture of 
Mr. Gordineer is displayed in the Medina Historical Society's museum.
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Alms House to Infirmary Transition (1960)
 
 The County Home and 
Hospital served the needs of the 
county quite well for several decades. 
 As state and federal funds 
were made available to cover two-
thirds of the costs of welfare, it 
became necessary for the county to 
meet certain standards. According to 
county records, in 1957 the county 
board began a study of the old county home and recommended a new facility as the most 
economical and practical. A twenty-acre site on Route 31, just west of the Village of Albion 
limit was purchased in 1958 for  $10,000. On June 5, 1958, supervisor Milton Bowen of 
Clarendon moved the adoption of resolution #58 authorizing construction of a new county 
home and infirmary. The cost of the 128-bed facility was not to exceed one million dollars. The 
vote was unanimous. Voting for this major improvement were Neal Wilson of Albion, Harold 
G. Hill of Barre, Manley Whipple of Carlton, Lester 
Canham of Gaines, Michael Paduchak of Kendall, 
Thomas DePalma of Murray, H. Justin Roberts of 
Shelby, and  Manley Morrison of Yates. 
 On May 8, 1959, a resolution for a bond issue 
was approved, and the general contractor selected was 
McKay Construction Co. of Buffalo. The federal 
government approved, through the Hill-Burton Aid 
Program, a contribution of approximately $200,000. On 
the same day a ground-breaking ceremony took place 
at the site with Welfare Commissioner Victor Hawks     Completed civil defense bunker on original property. 
and Board Chairman Harold Hill doing the honors.      
 The dedication and cornerstone-laying ceremony for the new County Home and 
Infirmary were conducted under a hot sun about a year later, on Sunday, August 28, 1960, at 
2:30 p.m. Architects Myron A. Jordan and Frank C. Gilson presented the keys to the building 
to Board Chairman, Supervisor Lester Canham. Mark Heath, County Attorney, introduced the 
main speaker, State Senator Austin W. Erwin. Senator Erwin said: “I  am sure the greatest 
satisfaction for all of  us develops from the fact that this achievement is basically an expression 
of the love of neighbor and an acknowledgment that, where the need exists, we are indeed our 
brother's keeper.” 
 After the address County Historian Cary H. Lattin listed the items placed in the 
cornerstone, such as copies 
of the five county 
newspapers, proceedings of 
the Board of Supervisors, 
photographs 
and brochures. 
 In December 1960 
Welfare Commissioner John 
Kelly supervised the 
transfer of patients from the 
old County Home and from 
private nursing homes. 
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Nursing Home's Silver Anniversary 
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Some of the Gravestones Found June 2010
in the Abandoned Alms House Cemetery
Community Involvement 
 
 
 
           Service 
learning teacher Tim 
Archer and Keeler 
Construction  Project 
Coordinator  Doug 
Miller look over pieces 
of sandstone at 
Keeler's  headquarters. 
Keeler Construction 
donated a large 
sandstone slab for use 
as the cemetery 
monument. Brigden 
Memorial then 
graciously engraved 
the stone. Many 
community groups 
and individuals 
supplied valuable time 
and information to 
make the project a 
success. 
Students Address Orleans County Legislature 
 
Cemetery Clean Up, April 2011 
 
 
(left)  One of the earliest markers found, number 3; (right) Student Nathan Jobe, ACS grants manager 
Sue Starkweather, and Orleans County Historian C.W. Lattin inspect the Alms House cemetery 
during the county clean up of the site; (below) Approximately 65 gravestones were found, ranging 
from numbers 1 to 75 across four north-south rows. 
Student Work Day at Cemetery, May 2011 
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Cemetery Dedication June 20, 2011 
Cemetery Dedication June 20, 2011 
Historian C.W. Lattin Speech at 
Alms House Cemetery Dedication 
June 20, 2011 
 
 On Saturday evening I came up here to look over the progress in reclaiming these grounds 
from nature. As I approached this little knoll, it reminded me of “Boot Hill.” It too was a desolate 
wind swept graveyard. Now, the students don’t remember “Boot Hill,” but those of us who 
watched the TV series Gunsmoke will agree that this Potter’s field is not unlike “Boot Hill” with its 
simplistic grave sites, some of which were unmarked on a lonely hill outside of Dodge City. I 
could picture here an old buck board wagon pulled by a team of horses coming up that lane 
bearing a simple board coffin followed by a few staff members of the Alms House and perhaps a 
local clergyman to state some solemn words at the open grave. 
 I thought about the work accomplished here and that truly the great voice of America does 
not come down from on high, but rather from the common citizenry. It comes rolling from the 
hills and hinterland and small villages. Just think of what a few citizens have done here in now 
making this hallowed ground more respectable. Citizens can and do make a difference. 
 All of you students are citizens. What an accomplishment and what a difference a few 
have made. In my opinion, no higher title can be bestowed on anyone in this country than simply 
“citizen.” But with that comes the awesome task summed up in one word and that word is 
“duty.” Well done to all those citizens who participated and performed various aspects of this 
needful duty we now acknowledge. 
 As I stood here Saturday evening I also thought about the poor unfortunates of humanity 
buried here, some of whom were forgotten about in their own time. Yet all were once cradled 
lovingly in a mother’s arms, a precious bundle of life. As we place a wreath at this appropriate 
monument, let us remember them through these words by Roland Gittelsohn: 
 
We Remember Them 
In the rising of the sun and in its going down, we remember them. 
In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of the winter, we remember them. 
In the opening of buds and in the rebirth of spring, we remember them. 
In the blueness of the sky and in the warmth of summer, we remember them. 
In the rustling of leaves and in the beauty of autumn, we remember them. 
In the beginning of the year and when it ends, we remember them. 
When we are weary and in need of strength, we remember them. 
When we are lost and sick at heart, we remember them. 
When we have joys we yearn to share, we remember them. 
So long as we live, they too shall live, for they are now a part of us, as we remember them. 
From the Orleans County Web Site June 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Orleans County Alms "Poor" House Cemetery Dedication 
The Albion Middle School 7th grade Service Learning class held an Orleans County Alms 
"Poor" House Cemetery Dedication June 20 at 10:00 a.m. behind the Emergency Management 
Office on West County House Road. The Community pulled together offering kindness and 
expertise to make this a successful and rewarding project. 
 
Orleans County played a large role in this endeavor, especially the Orleans County Historian 
and Highway Department under the leadership of C.W. Lattin, County Historian; Gerald 
Gray, Orleans County Highway Superintendent; and Michael Cliff, the Deputy Highway 
Superintendent. Orleans County Legislative Chairman David Callard also spoke at the day's 
event. 
 
The Orleans County Legislature is very proud of these ACS students and their sincere 
dedication to the community. The high attendance at the event is a great reflection of  how 
determination and persistence pays off. The Albion Central School District should be proud 
of the leaders and community service minded citizens that it is building through its service-
learning class. Congratulations! 
NAME AGE BIRTH DEATH CAUSE OF DEATH OCCUPATION
Abbey, Clara 73 Aug. 17, 1895 dysentery pauper
ABLE, JOSEPH 83 1812 Oct. 7, 1895  debility laborer
Adkins, William 57 Nov. 29, 1906 consumption laborer
AKER, ISIAH March 14, 1889
ALBERTS, GEORGE 55 1845 Oct. 30, 1900 apoplexy sailor
Alger, Maggie May 15 Nov. 24, 1903 diptheria domestic
ALLEN, JERUSHA 1794 Dec. 30, 1893  apoplexy
ALLEN, WILLIAM J. 1839 June 4, 1882
Allison, Leona 74 Dec. 13, 1902 heart disease housewife
ANDERSON, CHRISTIAN 43 1841 Sept. 14, 1884 consumption laborer
Banks, Walter 16 months Sept. 25, 1904 consumption
Barber, Robert 75 1-May-01 old age farmer
BARROSKI, STANISLAUS 50 1857 26-Dec-07 thrombosis florist
BEARDSLEY, JOHN 71 1828 Aug. 2, 1899 hernia farmer
Beekmore, William 78 Nov. 25, 1902 old age laborer
Beldon, Lucy 78 Aug. 2, 1890 old age domestic
BERRY, NED about 60 1825 Apr. 5, 1885 insanity and gluttony laborer
Beuedich, Franklin 66 Sept. 5, 1909 apoplexy railroad man
Biesmore, William 78 Nov. 25, 1902 old age laborer
Bishoh, H. 1 day Oct. 7, 1908 premature birth
BLACKWELL, SPENCER 22 1873 May 15, 1895 epilepsy pauper
Boyd, Hugh 91 Jan. 21, 1897 old age pauper
BOYD, JOHN 1823 July 25, 1885 
BRACKETT, MERRITT 1883
Brennan, Thomas 68 Dec. 26, 1890 chronic gastritis laborer
BUCK, ALANSON 77 1817 June 10, 1894  Brights disease carpenter
BURKE, MARY 83 1811 Dec. 7, 1894 hemophilia
BURTON, WILLIAM 96 1803 Jan. 27, 1901 old age pauper
Clark, Grace 83 1842 March 20, 1892 chronic nephritis nurse
Clancy, Michael 80 Oct. 29, 1888 paralysis laborer
COLE, KATE GORDINEER 80 1820 28-Mar-00 old age pauper
CONNELLY, JOSEPH 70 JUL 11, 1816 May 23, 1887 old age wall layer
COULTER, HUGH 1806 Oct. 1, 1886
Cronley, Joseph 70 May 23, 1887 insanity laborer
CROSBY, DANIEL 54 1853 15-Apr-07 pneumonia cook
CROSBY, SALLY Feb. 17, 1891 old age
CUMLEY, JOSEPH SEP 1797 April 18, 1885 
Daily, Eunice 50 Sept. 28, 1908 pneumonia domestic
Danson, Thomas 89 10-Apr-00 old age sailor
DAVIS, GEORGE March 23, 1891 parisis carpenter
DAVIS, MARTIN 63 June 9, 1896 paralysis engineer
DAVISON, THOMAS 89 1811 10-Apr-00 old age sailor
DAWSON, ELIZA 80 1817 March 16, 1897 paralysis pauper
DELONG, HIRAM 83 1822 29-May-06 pauper
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DURANT, JOHN 80 July 31, 1890 paralysis laborer
EDINBURG, GEORGE 81 1820 16-May-01 apoplexy laborer
EDWARDS, ORRIN 1817 30-Jun-00
ENSIGN, HORACE JUN 6, 1805 Dec. 30, 1884 
FIELDS, SOLOMAN 1798 May 23, 1882 
FINCH, HENRY 72 1826 Nov. 15, 1898 old age laborer
FLANNERY, ELIZA 84 1807 Sept. 29, 1891 heart disease housewife
FOSTER, EDWARD S. 1864 17-May-09
GARDNER, DAVID May 24, 1889 
Gillespie, Elizabeth 84 July 2, 1885 dropsy domestic
GILLETTE, MILES 66 1816 Aug. 10, 1886 epileptic joiner
GORDINEER, RICHARD 99 DEC 11, 1794 Jan. 15, 1894 senile, gangreen laborer
GORMLEY, THOMAS 1835 July 2, 1884 
GRACE, JOHN 1800 Jan. 4, 1882
GRAY, WILLIAM 1814 Feb. 5, 1886 
Green, Charles 49 Sept. 12, 1885 consumption, dropsy laborer
Griswald, Mason 81 Oct. 20, 1889 apoplexy shoemaker
GRISWOLD, ANN 1812 April 3, 1882 
GURR, JOSEPH 65 1843 Dec. 20, 1908 pneumonia gardener
HAFNER, PHILLIP 75 Aug. 6, 1890 cerebral softening laborer
Hall, Elijah 80 Aug. 9, 1893 laborer
HAMILTON, HARRY 1843 April 16, 1888 
HAMMOND, LUDWICK 79 1829 22-Apr-09 blind, pneumonia
Hathaway, Viola 20 Oct. 24, 1903 pneumonia
HILDEBRANDT, JOHN 57 1840 Jan. 27, 1897 jaundice pauper
HOBLER, CHRISTOPHER 40 1847 Jan. 22, 1887 diabetic laborer
Holland, Jefferson 70 Dec. 29, 1886 intemperance pump maker
Hollister, Elijah 81 June 25, 1889 senility teacher
Hurley, John 70 7-Jun-03 suicide laborer
HUTCHINSON, HAROLD 24 days SEP 21, 1894 Dec. 15, 1894 acute indigestion
JOHNSON, CHARLES 1855 13-Jul-05
KELSEY, LUCIUS 87 1800 May 2, 1887 suicide laborer
KERWIN, JOHN 58 1832 Nov. 30, 1891 syphilis laborer
Lavan, Michael 67 Nov. 1, 1895 asthma laborer
LENNON, MICHAEL 1827 Nov. 1, 1895 
Letty, John 83 Jan. 4, 1897 old age pauper
Lord, Horace 74 Aug. 29, 1885 senile, gangrene cabinet maker
Ludwick, Howard 80 2-Apr-09 pneumonia
LUKE, MARY 1831 May 9, 1882 
Lynch, Hannah 35 Jan. 29, 1900 suffocation domestic
Lysher, Jay 64 20-Jul-01 consumption farmer
MAHER, EDWARD 1813 Feb. 1, 1883 
MALONEY, RICHARD 1825 Jan. 4, 1882 
MATHEWS, DARIUS 73 1812 Oct. 3, 1885 paralysis laborer
McCABE, WILLIAM 69 1831 13-Apr-00 alcoholism laborer
McMASTER, STEPHEN 65 1828 Oct. 26, 1893 heart disease laborer
MILLINGER, JACOB 1805 June 12, 1885 
MITCHELL, MARY 53 1834 April 30, 1887 senile, gangreen domestic
MORACKER, MARY 1824 Sept. 21, 1899 
MORSE, MARTHA 77 1831 Sept. 24, 1908 dropsy, cancer hairdresser
MURPHY, JAMES 75 Oct. 29, 1889 heart failure laborer
MURPHY, JOHN 92 1804 Aug. 19, 1896 senile, gangreen laborer
NEWTON, EDMOND 30 1858 Dec.  13, 1888 heart failure laborer
NORMAN, SAMUEL 82 1815 Nov. 6, 1897 intemperance pauper
PANGHORN, EDWARD 64 1843 Aug. 18, 1907 cirrhosis of liver laborer
PATTERSON, CHARLES H. 56 1837 May 24, 1893 consumption shoemaker
Paugburn, Sophrien 63 9-May-01 paralysis housewife
PECK, ABRAM 1789 Jan. 2, 1884 
PENOLD, DELPHINA 43 1851 July 14, 1894 idiocy
PERRY, CALVIN 88 1803 July 1, 1891 senility
PERRY, SANFORD 75 1826 Dec. 4, 1901 heart injury laborer
PLAINT, JOHN 1836 May 17,1905
POLLARD, ROBERT 79 Aug. 20, 1890 exhaustion farmer
Post, George 56 Aug. 8, 1886 softening of brain laborer
Ramshaw, Mary 65 Jan. 14, 1892 heart failure housewife
RATT, AUGUST 49 1847 Sept. 11, 1896 consumption laborer
Reynell, Frank 51 6-May-03 pneumonia butcher
REYNOLDS, MARY ANN 76 1815 Oct. 24, 1891 
Rice, Eliza 75 Jan. 26, 1890 heart failure domestic
RILEY, THOMAS 55 1830 May 27, 1885 consumption laborer
ROBINSON, CALVIN Aug 21, 1890 
ROONEY, FRANCIS 1813 Oct. 16, 1883 
RUTHERFORD, OLIVER 63 1849 21-Jul-11 alcoholism stonecutter
RYAN, CHARLES 84 May 10, 1890 heart failure, senility laborer
SANTER, JOHN 1823 Aug. 28, 1906
Sexton, John 46 17-May
SHEPHARD, HILDA 82 1816 Aug. 18, 1898 old age housewife
Shockaway, Murtie 90 Sept. 27, 1898 old age laborer
SHOEMAKER, ARTHUR 16 1885 22-Jul-01 apoplexy
Shoemaker, Mary 21 Nov. 28, 1887 consumption domestic
SHOEMAKER, SARAH 1850 April 13, 1885 
SIMMONS, KATIE 1823 Oct. 25, 1900
SLEIGHT, PETER 78 1816 Aug. 10, 1894 cerebral apoplexy farmer
Smith, Baby 7-Mar-12 still born
Smith, Caroline 79 Oct. 3, 1886 cholera, opium habit housewife
SMITH, JOHN M. 1810 Aug. 29, 1884 urenia laborer
SMITH, MARGARET 80 1807 Dec. 1, 1887 opium habit domestic
Smith, Sarah 30 April 13, 1885 fever domestic
SMITH, WILLIAM H. 75 1847 18-Apr-06 old age
SPENCER, EMELINE 1828 Sept. 10, 1886 breast cancer housewife
Stephens, Fanny 2 1888 July 17, 1890 gastro enteritis
STIRMAN, JAMES 79 1829 Nov. 17, 1909 heart disease laborer
Stockwell, Minnie 13 April 16, 1885 idiotic
STODDARD, E.M. 54 1832 Aug. 23, 1886 consumption domestic
STRAIGHT, WILLIAM May 29, 1882 
STRICKNER, GEORGE 1819 3-Mar-01 uremia stone mason
Sullivan, Jeremiah 84 March 2, 1891 senility laborer
Sullivan, Margaret 71 Aug. 15, 1909 epilepsy housework
TALBOT, ISAAC 1818 Nov. 4, 1896 old age pauper
TAYLOR, WILLIAM 1821 Dec. 28, 1885 
THAIR, JULIUS 64 1832 Feb. 18, 1896 paralysis laborer
THOMAS, WILLIAM 74 1820 Feb. 3, 1894 pulmonary apoplexy
THOMPSON, EZRA 34 1876 20-Jun-10 fractured spine
TOMPKINS, SAMUEL 1793 Jan. 11, 1883 
UTLEY, JOHN 1814 Jan. 4, 1897 
Voorhes, Jerusha 72 Jan. 29, 1890 lung congestion housewife
WALL, ANDREW 1818 March 21, 1888 
WALL, ELIJAH 1813 Aug. 9, 1893 
WALSH, JOHN N. 63 1829 July 23, 1892 tuberculosis
WATERHOUSE, DANIEL 86 1823 Aug. 20, 1910 heart disease
WELLMOTH, JACOB 50 1842 March 29, 1892 lung abcess laborer
WEMPLE, KATE Jan. 28, 1890 
WHITING, LUCY 1816 May 9, 1882 
WHITNEY, JOHN 1811 Oct. 23, 1887 
WHITTLETON, ANN 55 1844 Jan. 21, 1899 dissipation pauper
WILLIAMS, CHARLES Dec. 25, 1881 
Wilsham, Mary 64 Oct. 26,  1906 heart failure domestic
WISNER, ORRIN 79 1829 Oct. 8, 1908 blind
WOODWARD, CHARLES 1883
WRIGHT, JAMES 68 1815 DEC 31, 1883 
BOLD TEXT - Confirmed names from original list
Lower Case - New names found in Town of Albion or Orleans County Nursing Home death ledgers
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